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Statement
I nominate myself as a role model of leadership with a proven track record of academic and co
curricular achievements- a true ‘environmentalist’, a ‘social campaigner’ and a ‘star’ student.
I commit myself to contribute to the strength and character of those institutions and organizations
who have entrusted me to shoulder responsibilities and transpire to “Lead by Example”. I believe
in the idea that leadership is a type of relationship that includes influencing others in a certain
direction.

My Moment to Shine and Inspire
I am proud to be the youngest torch bearer having carried the esteemed Olympic Flame
during the London 2012 Olympic Games. I was one of the only six chosen from UAE and nine
from the entire Middle East and Gulf Region. I am the founder of SynergY a youth initiative
supported by Cosmo Foundation Youth in Middle East and India having objective to raise
awareness about issues that I believe in and relate to the Youth from all around the world who
share the same concerns and passion as mine.
100 hours/every 8 minutes my Picture describing ‘Youth! Future Champions’ was up at busiest
Time Square New York-August 2013; chosen by MTV Voices

Simran Vedvyas
Founder and Leader of SynergY –Youth Group in UAE
Paryavaran Mitra Young Leader for Change 2013
Climate Justice Ambassador- Climate Reality by Al Gore
Earth Charter Coordinator Youth Network Hub-North Africa and Middle East & Country
Activator
Global Youth Board Member Plant-for-the-Planet 2013-14
Youth Climate Report Country Director UAE
Since 2012 TUNZA Eco Generation Regional Ambassador Middle East and more

Final Report

Simran Vedvyas
Young Leader for Change 2013

Education Programme for School Children
On Sustainability and Climate Change

‘to create a network of 20 million young leaders, from schools across the country,
having awareness, knowledge, commitment and potential to meet the challenges
of environmental sustainability at their spheres of influence’
“The world needs promising youth leaders and inspiring youth leadership aspiring for
global healing and sustainable peace. It’s prime to tap into the passion, creativity, and
ingenuity of all young people, and find ways to transform the community to be
responsible by allowing inspiring young people to serve. A sustainable and peaceful world
with young people, their institutions’, and their guardians promising to follow ‘eco
lifestyle’ supported by ‘all possible means’ is crucially essential to sooner or later achieve
the Dream of a Sustainable World. A young fresh perspective by talented young
leaders can invigorate the greatest holistic and sustainable approach needed to help
develop creative and pragmatic solutions to the many challenges”.

Simran Vedvyas
Paryavaran Mitra Young Leader for Change 2013

One Amongst the 4 Projects Identified Globally by UNESCO as
Best Practice in Education for Sustainable Development

Paryavaran Mitra Young Leader for Change 2013
Simran Vedvyas
The Paryavaran Mitra-Young Leaders for Change are students involved in exceptional environmental
action projects focusing on changes in their immediate environment.
The educational process spans from developing action plans to implementing them and sharing
experiences with the world.
The initiative aims to develop leadership skills amongst students through experiential learning.

‘We youth are the next Champions. The Challenge
today is to adopt more sustainable lifestyles. Each one
of us has a responsibility to live peacefully without
jeopardizing the natural resources.
We need to act now by convening, converging and
collaborating.’
I aspire to Lead byInspired
Exampleby Simran Vedvyas

www.about.me/simranvedvyas.com

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens
can change the world; indeed, it's the only thing that ever has”.
Margaret Meed

“So Proud to be chosen and be a part of
Paryavaran Mitra Family”- Simran
Vedvyas

WHAT IT TAKES TO BE
A Paryavaran Mitra Leaders for Change

Webpage
http://www.paryavaranmitra.in/Default.aspx?sID=750

http://paryavaranmitra.in/YOUNG%20LEADER%20FOR%20CHANGE%202013%20LI
ST.pdf

The project has brought about some change in the local issue.

Sustainable
Change within
the world
needs creative
and inspiring
Youth
Leadership

Youngsters’ Synergize to plant 150 trees at landfill led by Inspiring
Paryavaran Mitra for Change Simran Vedvyas in UAE
Supported by Dubai Municipality November 2nd 2013
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1.

Foreword

Landfills are an evil Necessity… A landfill is a site for
the disposal of waste materials by burial and is the oldest form
of waste treatment. The biggest danger we face today comes
from the hazardous industrial waste produced by industries
and commercial activities. This waste could harm the
environment if not disposed of in a safe and scientific manner.
Zero waste is a philosophy that encourages the redesign of
resource life cycles so that all products are reused. No trash is
sent to landfills and incinerators.
The alternatives to landfills are waste reduction and
recycling strategies.

WE NEED
SUSTAINA
…Do we really want a world so full of Waste?
B

LE LANDF
ILLS!
Not all wastes can be recycled, recovered or incinerated.
For some wastes landfill is the best option.
Landfill should be carried out in a way such that
future generations do not have to worry about it.

It should be done in a sustainable way.

2. Introduction Paryavaran Mitra Leader For Change 2013

Simran Vedvyas www.about.me/simranvedvyas.com
Simran Vedvyas, (15) from Dubai, United Arab Emirates, the youngest torch
bearer, one of the hand-picked nine, only student from the region having carried
the esteemed Olympic Flame during the London 2012 Olympic Games has been
an ‘active environmentalist’, a ‘social campaigner’ and a ‘star student’; since a
very young age. Her Belief that ‘Youth are the Future Champions Today!’ was
featured by MTV voices on International Youth Day 2013, at Times Square, NY,
USA.
She was the youngest panelist at United Nations
Headquarters to discuss “Youth Migration: Moving
Development Forward” (video shows @1:37:25 mins),
the theme of the International Youth day 2013; and she
also conducted Youth Workshops, Google Hang-outs and
made presentations at the 12th Youth Assembly at United
Nations Headquarter New York, USA. Volunteering with
Friendship Ambassadors Foundation (FAF) as delegate
and leader International Youth Council she networked with
many youth making global partnerships’ visited various
missions to UN, featured in the Adobe Youth Voices and
gave many inspiring interviews. Simran is closely working
with UNEP, UNESCO, UNDP, ILO and their youth
programs.

Simran Vedvyas www.about.me/simranvedvyas.com

At United Nations HQ New York, USA

Managing successfully the United Arab Emirates Chapter for
Children of the Earth and International Youth Council,
appointed as Earth Charter Coordinator Youth Network HubNorth Africa and Middle East & Country Activator UAE,
Climate Leader and Ambassador UAE for Climate Reality,
United Nation Millennium Campaign Global Youth Advocate
My World 2015 - United Arab Emirates and many other
organizations from a very young age, Simran is also an elected
member at the Global Youth Board Plant-for-the-Planet 20132104 representing Arabia and North Africa Region (About
Simran).

Simran holds the record of being the only GEMs student to win ‘four’ prestigious academic awards of UAE –
twice Sheikh Hamdan Award for Distinguished Academic Performance and twice Sharjah Educational
Award for Academic Excellence in 2012 and 2008-2009, Best Ambassador Award by Tunza Eco Generation
term 2013 and First Prize At Global Youth for the Environment Forum 2012 Seoul, South Korea. Regional
Ambassador for Middle East TUNZA Eco Generation and many other organizations working for a
Sustainable Future.

“I aspire to share my experience, and indulge youth to raise more
awareness and participate systematically and effectively in promoting
environmental work, sustainability- the future we want and causes
that must be addressed sooner than ever before with creative and
innovative ideas.” Simran Vedvyas

Simran Vedvyas www.synergyouth.weebly.com
SynergY is the result of hard work and determination of
this young leader as the Founder –who has well attended
over 36 International Conferences, Global forums, Panelist
for Hypothetical conducted by Sir Geoffrey Robertson with
14 eminent and leading environmentalists, events and made
presentations worldwide too, including Rio+20 (United
Nations Conference on Sustainable Development) 2012,
UNFCCC Doha Cop 18 Climate Change 2012, International
Youth Forum 2012, 6th World Water Forum 2012, Global
Youth for the Environment Forum and Eye on Earth
Summit
At Rio + 20, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Now, SynergY is providing many opportunities each year to youth and encouraging them to
participate in the Earth Hour Events, Clean Up drives, Toners, plastic, Can Collection and tree
planting initiatives for a safer Environment. SynergY is recognized, appreciated, supported and
awarded by Government of Dubai- Dubai Municipality (DM), Ministry of Environment and Water
(MOEW), Knowledge and Human Development Authority (KHDA), Dubai Electricity and Water
Authority (DEWA) and many other such organizations for their contribution to the society.
Besides these special Eco activities and initiatives, Simran uses various other platforms like
painting and photography, social networking, debates and blogs, by conducting workshops for
students to raise environmental awareness. In doing so she is promoting many new campaigns and
ideas that will benefit the future generations.
Simran believes and stresses that - “We need to act now-

Simran believes and stresses that - “We need to act nowWe need to share our knowledge- We need to formulate
knowledge into wisdom – We need to move forward
together and above all …We need to deliver the vision”.

3. Statement of Acknowledgements
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Project Research & Related Facts
Waste disposal

Research of the problem and its’ relevance to the stakeholders
Dubai Municipality is
United Arab Emirates:
spending nearly 2.4 AED
Dubai, a city with 1.5
billion per year to
million
people,
the
maintain 3 landfills that
world’s largest shopping
can
be
address by
mall, and an indoor ski
reducing landfills bound
resort, currently gets all
trucks, Recycle the food
its energy needs from the
waste and other products,
burning of natural gas,
and Reuse the products
which is why it ranks
third on
e.g. organic fertilizer for
Global Footprint’s list.
“Green Belt” projects
.

The tonnage of
hazardous waste disposal
in Dubai
Year: Quantity
1997: 110,645 tonnes
1998: 118,187 tonnes
1999: 88,155 tonnes
2000: 110,276 tonnes
2001: 117,434 tonnes

Understanding and Planning

4.

Project Research & Related Facts

The Project Research is based on facts and data collected from reliable sources including interviews,
media reports in Dubai – United Arab Emirates and serves to spark the idea that allows the leader to
find proper direction for preparing the required Action Plan for the Project.

Waste, The Environment & Money
oDomestic and Commercial Waste is a significant and growing problem
oEnvironmental pollution is a growing and critical problem
Demand for Energy is growing and the demand for clean energy is prevalent
oA solution reconciling these issues is vital
Current Solutions for waste in United Arab Emirates are –
Landfills
1.Landfill is recognized world –wide as a health, environmental and safety issue
2.Land is in short supply and can be put to better use Environmental, safety and health issues
3.Maintaining Landfills is a cost to the Authority: not a revenue stream
4.Landfills Just hides the problem
5.Not a realistic long term solution
Incineration
6. Incineration Environmentally difficult
7.Not Environmentally friendly
8.Bi- products highly toxic which are expensive to clean/dispose of and aesthetically
unacceptable “Not in my back yard”, but used for Hazardous Medical Waste in UAE.
Participating students got the opportunity to visit the otherwise restricted plant
Waste Composting
9. Takes a very long time and less manpower available in UAE for the cumbersome process
Sea Dumping
10. Sea Dumping is considered illegal globally effective 2013

Understanding

4.

Project Research & Related Facts

Dubai has three landfill sites - Jebel Ali, Al Ghusais (Sonapur) and Al Aweer near Tadweer Waste
Composting site
Trucks roll in every 30 seconds, tip their contents and head off. A bulldozer will pack and smooth the
waste, sand is then poured on top, and waste water sprayed to keep the sand down. Scavengers race
ahead of the ‘dozers to pick out paper, plastic and metal waste - all of which can be recycled for cash.
 Al Ghusais Landfill receives about 5000 tonnes of waste every day and (about) similar for the others.
With the majority of goods being shipped into the UAE, then repackaged, then sold, the country has one
of the world’s highest levels of domestic wastes.
Al Saja’a, on the Sharjah Airport road, is one of the world’s largest waste management sites.
Waste is not allowed to be carried across borders. Dubai waste must be carried by Dubai trucks,
Sharjah waste by Sharjah trucks, and so on.
Dubai running out of landfill space to dump its rubbish.

5.

Project Personnel

Great Teamwork

Youth & Students led by Simran Vedvyas, Paryavaran Mitra Leader for Change 2013
12 members in core team and over 300 others participated in the Project Planning and Action

Core Team Members
Leader- Simran Vedvyas, Aishwarya Shetty, Anisha Mishra, Anjum Farook , Gauri Kapse, Madhyama Naswa,
Michelle Thomas, Muskaan Sharma, Samina Burhani , Sayyeda Zahra, Vrunika Parikh, Zaid Haddadin
Our Planning included identifying the problem, defining the objectives, designing the project innovatively to achieve the expected outcomes.
The planning process itself was a valuable educational experience for the participating students. The team was involved in the process right from start.
This created a sense of ownership and active involvement in the Project and its success.

Some Group Pictures Showing Project Personnel
Al Ghusais Landfill and Gas Flaring Plant Site

Jebel Ali Landfill and Hazardous Waste
Incineration Plant Site

Tadweer Waste Composting Site

The leader plants tree at
Jebel Ali Landfill

6.

Project Summary

A clear objective certainly helped us to identify the required activities

Think
OVER
Again!

Our Project- ‘Green Space New Life’
Landfill Area Green Cover- Raise Awareness for Zero
Landfills

A clear understanding of the problem helped to

Addressing the environmental issue

6.

Project Summary- Step by Step

design the project so competently

1.Collected the basic information and identified the problem
Project Activities aimed raising awareness through young generation by facts sharing and
further to their parents, teachers, corporate, government, community and nation as a whole.

2.Identified the area in which the project will be carried out
The project activities carried out addressing all the 3 important Landfill sites in Dubai,
United Arab Emirates supported by Government of Dubai-Dubai Municipality and Corporate.

3.Discussed possible solutions to the problem
Aspiring to use a combination of different strategies, approaches and methods to achieve
our project objectives. Greening of the Landfill areas by planting native trees, conducting youth
workshops and visits to these landfills to first-hand experience the problem with solutions.

4.Developed a strategy
The young generation gets a chance to synergize their potential by indulging in planting trees,
learning about climate change, team-building, aspiring and planning to move forward in days to
come for contributing in shaping the Green Economy initiative of Dubai, UAE.

5.Carried out the strategy

Children and youth continue to generate awareness among other children and youth by
enlightening them about climate crisis and environmental protection urging them to take action
by planting more and more trees, taking measures to reduce the need of landfills.

6.Follow up
By the process of raising awareness, emerged the need as identified- that we need the Local
Emirati Youth to join us to penetrate through all segments of the community. We approached
several Universities and institutions to ensure the needed UAE National Youth Participation.

7.Strategies for sustaining the action

Making sure that the planted trees are well looked after and taken care and the purpose is fulfilled.
Visits to the area where the trees were planted, after a few months were organized.

8.Shared with schools and community
We Welcome more students and youth join us by proudly sharing our work Conducting Environment
Workshops in Schools and with partnering for the Prestigious Educational Event “What Works” by
Knowledge & Human Development Authority (KHDA)- Government of Dubai.

6.1 Objective

‘Green Space New Life’ Landfill Area Green Cover and
Raise awareness for Zero Landfills
The project is designed to address the key Issue- Reduce the need of landfills and
plant native trees near the landfills to green the area. It’s about understanding
and spreading the needed awareness as to how we can reduce the Carbon
Footprint of Dubai, Combat Global Warming with the reduction of Greenhouse
Gases, and create Sustainability.

Addressing the environmental issue

6.2 Title /It’s Significance

The environmental issue our project focused and addressed to
raised awareness about the Zero Landfill and drastic reduction
needed in this direction. It is such an important problem/issue
because the rate at which we are generating waste and dumping
them, there will be no space left and the toxins that the landfills
generate will make life difficult on this beautiful planet.
From every perspectives the causes of the problem are inevitable as
the recycling practices are not so effective and developed and not
everything is biodegradable making ‘LANDFILLS AN EVIL
NECESSITY’, and as I just said that it is ‘EVIL’; SO YES that is a
problem.
It affects each one of us and our future generations more and
that is why it should matter to us more than ever before.

Green Space aims to bring in
New Life

Help reduce the toxic effects,
generate more oxygen and
Support life!

6.3 Issue/ Problem Identified and successfully addressed

Addressing the environmental issue

Raising Awareness, taking people to think about Landfills and how much we
are filling them by the waste we create, especially in UAE; this is a big
concern. Our project brought together many Emiratis’ and non
Emiratis’ ( Expats ) to work and address this environmental issue as
youth for the first time.
Yes, our project fully addressed the problem and the project benefits the
environment around us, people living around and everyone in the community.
The good effects of the project will continue to last for long and they
create a legacy for many to follow and practice the same.

6.4 Goals of the Project

Focused on Networking, Raising Awareness, Waste Management,
Landfill Reduction, Recycling and also Promoting Alternate Energy Sources like
that of Generating Electricity from Landfill Gases by the Gas Flaring Plant

6.4 Target Goals successfully met
 REDUCE THE NEED OF LANDFILLS AND PLANT TREES TO GREEN THE AREA

 ENGAGE YOUTH AND CHILDREN IN A FUN WAY TO VISIT THE LANDFILLS AND LEARN

 RAISE AWARENESS AND CLEAR UNDERSTANDING ABOUT THE LANDFILLS

6.5

Timeline

Action Plan

Nov 2013

Pledges
Pledges to
to Plant
Plant

Various Pledges were made and one of them
reported by the National NewspaperThe Gulf Today

Site Visits and Planning Meetings successfully conducted

Al Ghusais Landfill Site, DubaiUAE
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No More Concrete- It’s time for Green Spaces- New
Life”
by a Young Leader for Change

Project Implementation
The People-

The PurposeThe ProviderThe Place-

SynergY Youth Members representing 20 + schools and Universities
led by the Young Leader for Change - Simran Vedvyas and
Students from The American University in the Emirates,
Dubai Municipality Officials’ Press & Media and members from the
civil society:
Reducing Landfills, Waste Management, Alternate Energy
Environmental Awareness and Education;
Dubai Municipality Waste Management Department &
Green Energy Solution & Sustainability LLC;
Al Qusais Landfill site, Dubai

With remarkable environmental initiatives of global stewardship and combating global warming,
the capturing and flaring of the landfill gas that was previously vented into the atmosphere
unhindered to generate useful electricity by Green Energy Solutions & Sustainability LLC at
Dubai Municipality Al Qusais Landfill site inspired Simran Vedvyas, the Young Leader for
Change to lead the initiative “Green Spaces- New Life” facilitated planting ‘a hundred and fifty
trees’ at site. The landfill gas flaring project at Al Qusais Landfill, is now successfully running 24
x7 and has been recognized to reduce the carbon footprint of Dubai, with the reduction of
greenhouse gases, and creating sustainability generating 1MW electricity and targeting 15-20 MW
of power from landfill gas in the next phase of the project.

Activity Build-Up

As the project benefits the
community largely, we wanted to have a significant
presence and participation by the Emirati (UAE
National Youth) to come along with us and when we
got the consent of the American University in the
Emirates that several students from the university;
most of whom were Emirati nationals’ and exultant
to participate in this Climate Action- It gave our
efforts a great boost!

Climate Reality Leadership Corps by Al Gore, Chicago USA
Improvised on my presentation skills and Climate Reality Facts
I got selected to be trained by the Former Vice- President of the United States and
Chairman Climate Reality –Al Gore at Climate Reality Leadership Corps.
Selected leaders from over 70 countries and 50 states were represented at this Training in
Chicago this summer and I am now a member of this elite group as Climate Leader
from UAE. I learnt so many Facts and I shared them in my presentations with my team.

Sharing the Work at Youth Assembly at United Nations Head Quarters,
New York - USA

Meeting Director Waste Management Dubai Municipality
and Company Managing Directors for Project Support

Mr. Super Quah, Managing Director
Super Galvanizing supported us by committing
to “STOP TALKING, START PLANTING”

Meeting Engineer Abdul Majeed Saifaie,
Director Waste Management, Dubai Municipality
for discussing the project and seeking support

Conducting various Student Workshops for Raising Awareness

Unmatched
Enthusiasm!

Attending Meetings and Presenting with Knowledge and Human
Development Authority (KHDA) as Partners “What Works”

Presenting our work to over 1200 Principlas, teachers as Partners
“What Worked” (KHDA)- Finale Event

Presenting our work to over 500 Principlas,
teachers as Partners “What Works”
(KHDA)

Presenting our work to over 500 Principlas, teachers as Partners “What
Works” by at Knowledge and Human Development Authority (KHDA)

With Dr. Abdulla Al Karam,
Chairman of the Board of
Directors- Director General KHDA

Organizing the Event Successfully
Project Collaterals were carefully designed for maximum Impact

Banner

Invitation

 Banners and Invitations were designed.
 Saplings were ordered and coordinated from the Horticulture Department
 Pits were dug 2 days in advance as the place was full of only loose sand and to set up the flaring plant hard
concrete was used; it was a challenge and we needed many labors to execute.
 Press and Media was Invited.
 Refreshments, Water and Juices were arranged for the participants as the outdoor temperature was nearly 40
degrees due to the heat coming out of the Gas Flaring Plant and Natural weather being unexpectedly hot.
 Equipment like gloves, shovels, soil, fertilizer, watering cans etc. were arranged.
 Participants were given a presentation and briefed about what clothing to wear, what to expect and pledge.
 Individual Certificates for all participants were arranged.
 Videographer and Photographer was arranged to cover the event for sharing further.

Project “Quotes”

The action component of our project was very clear.

“I am glad to receive this continued mammoth support from DM Waste Management
Department, Green Energy Solutions & Sustainability LLC as partners, and so many of EmIrati
University students from AUE who participated despite the holiday, clearly indicating that we
all understand that the renewable energy solutions are all being discussed globally and
but “it not enough to just discuss it…but it's important to do it”- Simran Vedvyas

Majid Jamal Mohammed Obaid Bushager Al Falasi
(UAE National) strongly feels that “there is a need for
environmental education in the UAE today and
volunteering can make a difference to the whole
community”.
Salem Mohd Salem Obaid AlMazrooei
(UAE National) affirmed that “such events result in a
greater motivation to protect and preserve the
environment and also said that Environmental
volunteering, whether in parks, gardens, or with our
native animals, is great for mind, body and soul”.

(First from Right) Eng. Naji Alradhi, Head of Waste Treatment Section, Dubai Municipality explained that “Al Qusais
Landfill gas project is a CDM Project for the reduction of Green House Gases. We at DM are happy to see this youth
initiative to plant trees and learn more about alternate energy and congratulate Simran Vedvyas for her passionate leadership
in inspiring many youth, Emirati and non-Emirati in UAE alike to participate in Climate Actions and proving her
commitment towards creating- Green Space- New Life”

6.6

Resources

Providing the opportunity and connecting the community, parents, schools and
teachers along with media, professionals and corporate to join in together to make a
significant difference and make the world even better than it has ever been before

The parents of many students are highly supportive by way of encouragement, time and also
monetary help when needed.
Internet at home, facilitated Skype Calls for our group meet ups
Designing by some member students for Branding, posters, promotion material
Awareness speeches and Presentations in schools

For Financial Resources: we largely looked upon Sponsorships in cash /kind
We were supported by some corporate which helped to provide logistics, Trees and Planting
resources (Detailed in the following page)
Green Creations (supported to provide pipeline to water the tree saplings by recycled waste
water at Jebel Ali Landfill)
Our team approached them and got support.

Seeking Support for Resources

6.6

Acknowledgement for the Unconditional Support to our Project

6.7 Strengths

Sustainability of action

The Youth members of the team are so committed and they are enjoying what they do so
it’s from the heart.
I am happy and proud to lead them in this direction instead of the usual teenager’s stuff
which is a lot better and constructive.
Most of my friends now appreciate and respect that too.
Most of our members have learnt many new things and the experience has been
enriching and amazing.
We fulfilled this action plan but the members have pledged and are committed to
continue and carry this work forward with deeper penetration and impact of the
message in the community.
Sustainability of Action will continue further on as 30 members have pledged to
carry forward this project to the next level of engaging more students and
community members and across other Emirates of United Arab Emirates in 2014

6.7 Strengths –

WE BELIEVED IN

6.7

Challenges

Our team approached many corporate houses and companies and though we got support
from some but we needed more financial support and we were lacking this support. It was
the biggest Challenge for us as we needed this the most to get the project going, which led
us to somehow manage with and fulfill the commitments, because we do not have any
grants or funding support.
The team worked hard and whatever time we could best devote after our study hours was
being used for the project. However being mostly Grade 10 and higher level students, we
have responsibility and study load which was something we all had to deal with. We have
Arabic as language to study in UAE and sometimes Spanish/French or others as second
language along with our regular subjects so extra study time is needed for this as most of
the students have to depend on tuitions to understand and follow too.
Some parents’ stepped forward to support with the funds and
this helped us a lot.
Convincing and getting the UAE National Youth
to Join in and participate in the project was also a Challenge.
…but FINALLY WE COULD

6.8

Assessing the Project and Recommendations

Our project, which is based in the local environment, connects and helps to address
a global environmental problem:Our project on reducing the landfill and also providing a green cover by planting more
trees near the landfill area helps to address this issue not only in the community but it
also helps to reduce methane emissions linked to Global Warming. Gas Flaring Plant is
generating electricity from the landfill gases and by 2020 this is targeted to be on of the
main energy providing source.
Also it makes life for workers and people who work at and near these landfill sites easier
so they stay healthier and safer.
Our project supports the Environmental Education to Youth and children thus the Eye on
Environmental Education (one of the Pillars of Eye on Earth Initiative of EAD, UNEP
and AGEDI ).
Our project supports the ‘ZERO LANDFILLS IN UAE BY 2020 initiative.
Our project also makes the area of landfills pleasing for people; to be not scared of the
area but understand the relevance.

Linkages to what the students and members have learnt in class lessons in Environment and Science Subjects.

6.8

Assessing the Project and Recommendations

Assessing the success upon implementation we can confidently recommend the
Need and Possibility to:-

6.8 Recommendation- to Follow Simple Reduce, Reuse and Recycle Concept
to help Reduce the Waste getting inside the Landfills to Rot for years
Leading by Example- I promote recycling of waste Paper, Cans, Tetrapak throughout the year and
hence I was chosen overall Individual Winner for Highest Tetra Pak collection and among Top 10 Waste
Paper collector for Recycling by EEG on WED 2013.

PRESS LINK- http://bit.ly/15NydEt

6.8 Recommendation- to Follow simple Reduce, Reuse and Recycle concept
to help reduce the waste getting inside the Landfills to Rot for years
So FOLLOW ME and TRY IT OUT. It’s a matter of commitment,
perseverance and making it a HABIT TO SET IN. I practice it all the time.

Emirates Environmental Group
Student Name: Simran Vedvyas
Membership No: SC 411
Date: 13 March 2013
2012 COLLECTION REPORT
Collected Material
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Emirates Environmental Group
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6.9 Effective Outreach Efforts
 Social networking- Reach of over 20,000 members directly, Twitter, Blogging
 Reaching out to the entire Nation with help and support for our project from
the local Press media – Gulf News, The National, Gulf Today, 7 Days and
Khaleej Times, and various online press reports and channels
 Reaching out to the entire Nation with help and support for our project from
the local Radio Channel – 103.8 Siobhan Dubai Eye Channel with their
famous weekly “GREEN TEAM” on air show in which I was hosted for full
one hour from 12 noon to 1 pm on 28th October 2013 and previously in
April’13
 Reaching out to the entire Nation with help and support for our project from
the local National Television Channel – City 7 in the NEWS at 7 and 9 pm on
2nd November 2013 and also Moon TV Channel.
Wide sharing of information about the project helped, because the project
required involvement of other members of the school and community.
This also helped to create a climate of support for the project.

6.9 Effective Outreach Efforts
 Social NetworkingWe Reached out to over 20,000 children, youth
and members from the
civil society directly
throughNational News City 7 at 4.17 mins

6.9 Effective Outreach Efforts- National Press and Print Media

Reaching out to the entire Nation with help and support for our project from the
local Press media – Gulf News

6.9 Effective Outreach Efforts
 Reaching out to the entire Nation with help and
support for our project from the local Press media –7
Days News

Effective Outreach Efforts- National Press and Print Media

Reaching out to the entire Nation with help and support for our project from the
local Press media –Khaleej Times

6.9 Effective Outreach Efforts

Reaching out to the entire Nation
with help and support for our
project from the local Press media –
The National

6.9 Effective Outreach Efforts- On Air Radio Interviews at Green Team
Reaching out to the entire Nation with help and support for our project from the
local Radio Channel – 103.8 Siobhan Dubai Eye Channel with their famous weekly
“GREEN TEAM” on air show in which I was hosted for full one hour from 12 noon to
1 pm on 28th October 2013 and previously in April’2013.
https://audioboo.fm/boos/1694172‐the‐green‐team‐28‐10‐
2013
http://audioboo.fm/boos/1347581‐the‐
green‐team‐2‐22‐04‐2013
The Siobhan Live 103.8 fm radio interview ‐
Full Interview Simran Vedvyas on Earth Day
2013

6.9 Effective Outreach Efforts- National Television News
Our Project disseminates the success to the community nearby and the impact spreads.

Reaching out to the entire Nation with help and support for our project from the
local National TV Channel News– City 7 in the NEWS at 7 and 9 pm on 2nd November
2013

Linkhttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tZqNn0qzCWQ
&feature=c4overview&list=UU40DjtYCztZJN6btbiU-nuQ
Click on Play Sign

above for Movie

6.9 Effective Outreach Efforts – Global Television Channel

Reaching out to the entire Nation with help and support for our project from the
Global Tamil TV Channel News– Moon TV

Linkhttp://youtu.be/2QiOOIkbldY

Click on Play Sign

above for Movie

6.9 Effective Outreach Efforts – Internet Links
CITY 7 National TV News at 7 pm and 9 pm
( at 4.16 minutes till 6.50 mins ) SynergY Youth initiative

http://bit.ly/1hFjTW0
Radio Channel 103.8 – Green Team
http://bit.ly/1bLZIVB
Gulf News
http://bit.ly/1dU3X32
7 Days News
http://bit.ly/1gJh84ql
AME Info
http://bit.ly/18pkEvw
Khaleej Times
http://bit.ly/1aF9Nxg
The National
http://bit.ly/1fvNDoT
On Line Reporting
http://bit.ly/194X9vi

Innovative ways of Sharing in our ideas resource

6.9 Effective Outreach Efforts – Global Websites- Reporting and Blogging
Reaching out Globally through sharing reports and blogging on various platforms Children of the Earth
Earth Charter
Word Press
TUNZA Eco Generation
Taking IT Global
Climate Reality
Alexis Society
UNEP- Major Group of Children and Youth
We are Part of the Solution
Paryavaran Mitra
Plant-for-the-Planet
My Climate – Protect our Planet
Hot Stuff Climate Net
Sano Sansar
CSR ME
International Youth Council
Over 100 closed Youth Groups with common interest through Facebook

…and many others

6.10 Sharing the Project and Positive Impact

The impact of the awareness campaign

The contribution made by all the participants and volunteers
had a positive impact on the nature conservation
AS AN EXAMPLE TO SHOW THE POSITIVE RESULTS THAT- CAMPAIGNS AND
PROJECTS LIKE OURS HAVE ON THE LOCAL ENVIRONMENT AND WHICH
ULTIMATELY CONTRIBUTES TO BIG-TIME CHANGE AND MAKE A POSITIVE IMPACT;
WE WISH TO SHARE THIS REPORT, PUBLISHED ON 14TH OCT 2013. Reduction seen

in waste sent to Dubai landfills
http://bit.ly/188nmdV
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7.

Campaigns undertaken
that supported the Project

EVERY ACT COUNTS

Planting 55 trees on World Environment Day

2013 at Jebel Ali Landfill site supported by
Dubai Municipality
Pledge to Plant 111 Ghaf Trees on World Day to
Combat Desertification
Convoy To Feed Scrap Collectors at Landfills
and Waste Composting sites during Ramadan
Planting 111 Ghaf trees on World Plantation
Day 2013 and 55 trees supported by Timberland

BIG ACTION

Planting 150 trees on 2nd Nov’2013 at
Al Ghusais Landfill site - Dubai Municipality
Engaging Emirati and Non-Emirati Youth alike

7.1 a Planting 111 Ghaf trees on World Plantation Day 2013- October 2013
http://www.khaleejtimes.com/nation/inside.asp?section=todayevent&xfile=/data/todayevent/
2013/October/todayevent_October32.xml

We planted 111 Ghaf
which is the Native
NATIONAL TREE of
UAE. Out of the 5000
seeds in the wild, one
grows to be a tree.
This event was
conducted
on
26th
October’2013
and
provided the well needed
momentum and a vivid
report was carried out by
Khaleej
Timesthe
leading daily newspaper
in UAE

7.1 b Collecting Ghaf Seeds and sorting to help increase Ghaf trees
Plantations
Out of the 5000 seeds in
the wild, one grows to be
a tree.
Many of our members
collected Ghaf seeds in
the wild and sorted them
in scotching heat during
summer to increase the
number of Ghaf Trees.

United Nations Convention To Combat
Desertification (UNCCD)site link- United Arab
Emirates- http://bit.ly/19keotY
Gulf News- http://bit.ly/17xz0OT
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7.2

Convoy To Feed Scrap Collectors at Landfills and Waste Composting
sites during Ramadan
SynergY youth members
supported by Eng. Naji
Alradhi, Head of Waste
Treatment Section Dubai
Municipality
executed
the “Convoy to Feed
2013” that aimed to
distribute 500 packages
at
the
Dubai
Municipality
Landfill
sites and also some other
waste composting sites to
benefit
the
scrap
collectors, labors and
staff working in these
sites with Iftaar Meals
and food items like
cereals, tea, labaan and
water distribution . Well
reported by Gulf News
Link-

http://bit.ly/1bdzn2O

7.2

Convoy To Feed Scrap Collectors at Landfills and Waste Composting
sites during Ramadan

As Founder of SynergY, “I chose Dubai
Municipality landfill sites because we
planted several trees here and understood
how much of hard work these people do for
us and this would be our way to express
gratitude and share time with them during
the holy month of Ramadan. Ramadan is
a warm month for most of us; there are
still millions of people who have a very
tough month ahead of them. But there is
light at the end of the tunnel, if we keep
coming together as a community it will
definitely strengthen harmony”.
As Said by Mother Teresa ‘It's not how
much we give but how much love we put
into giving’.
Reported as National News byKhaleej
Times
Link- http://bit.ly/1f266a2

7.2

Convoy To Feed Scrap Collectors at Landfills and Waste Composting
sites during Ramadan

Going without food, drink,
snacks and other habitual
amenities
from
before
sunrise to after sunset is
observed on a daily basis
for the whole month,
breaking the fast after
sunset is a real delight.
Since it is a challenge not to
overeat at that time, hence
SynergY members also
promoted the important
message to reduce food
wastage ‘Think East Save’
during this time. The
Landfills receive much
more food waste during
Ramadan than it does on
other times’, hence raising
awareness to this served the
purpose effectively well.
Well reported by
Gulf Today

7.2 Convoy To Feed Scrap Collectors at Landfills and Waste Composting
sites during Ramadan also advocated and promoted ‘THINK EAT SAVE’
Message to Reduce Food Waste into the Landfill is being constantly conveyed by all
our members and this was appreciated by
UNITED NATIONS ENVIRONMENT PROGRAM - UNEP
Connecting with the theme of WED
2013 Think Eat Save, the members of
SynergY youth traveled to Abu Dhabi
and made a presentation to Project
Officials on “10 Ways of Reducing
Food Waste” and likewise reducing the
need of Landfill and saving the
environment. The Presentation was
well attended by many employees and
communication made effective by
Handouts, Posters and also distributed
small food package and juices for the
Construction site workers.

http://www.unep.org/wed/news/synergy-youth.asp
http://www.unep.org/wed/docs/Report-on-World-Environment-Day-SynergYDubai.pdf

7.2

Convoy To Feed Scrap Collectors at Landfills and Waste Composting
sites during Ramadan

As Founder of SynergY, “I chose
TADWEER waste composting site
because we planted 50 trees on the
UAE National Environment Day
here and realized the unstated
harsh work these people do for us
and this would be our way to
express gratefulness and share time
with them during the holy month of
Ramadan”. Ramadan is a warm
month and a time of fellowship
with
families,
friends
and
surrounding communities. In total
SynergY distributed around 500
packages during Ramadan.
Well reported by Gulf News

Link- http://bit.ly/18plF6Q

7.3 Planting 50 trees on UAE National Environment Day 2013 at
Tadweer Waste Composting site- Participants saw the composting
process
Touring
the
factory,
the
youngsters got an opportunity to
see the process of solid waste
sorting and recycling — a
testimony to Tadweer’s mission
that goes beyond commercial
purposes and aims to establish a
quality environment through
educational
partnerships,
increasing
waste
reduction,
recycling
and
resource
conservation. Such innovative
participation will certainly put
UAE on the path of zero waste
generation, and will turn solid
waste from a burden to a
resource. In Nation’s Youth Spot
Reported by Khaleej Times

Link- http://bit.ly/1aAu9Lq

7.4 Planting 120 trees on Earth Day 2013 at Jebel Ali Landfill site supported
by Dubai Municipality
Celebrating the Earth Week 2013
in UAE, SynergY Youth Group
after months of thoughtful
planning
and
preparation
successfully organized a Plantfor–the-Planet Academy
We had the support of
Municipality for the
initiative of SynergY to
trees at the Landfill
Purpose.

Dubai
green
plant
with

Gulf News

Link- http://bit.ly/YCDs5F

7.4 Planting 120 trees on Earth
Day 2013 at Jebel Ali Landfill

“Planting Trees is the ultimate and
definitive joy and we are happy to join
the powerful global family and enter
our count of trees through the tree
counter at Plant-for-the-planet. An
event like this cannot happen
overnight. The wheels start rolling
weeks ago. It requires planning and a
bird’s eye for details and I thank
everyone involved for their support.”
Simran Vedvyas

Gulf Today

Link-

http://bit.ly/17OVJTP

7.4 Planting 120 trees on Earth
Day 2013 at Jebel Ali Landfill

Reported by Khaleej Times in the Nation Pages
the event was reported widely and raised the
well needed awareness
The event was reported in a very strong way
Globally also on several websites, blogs,
newsletters

Globally Reported
Plant-for-the-Planet Global Site Germany
Link- http://bit.ly/Zxhw1j
TUNZA Eco Generation Korea
Link- http://bit.ly/11l2zLG

7.4 Awarded and Recognized for Planting 120 trees on Earth Day 2013
at Jebel Ali Landfill

7.5 Planting 55 trees on World Environment Day 2013 at Jebel Ali Landfill
YOUTH TRULY CONNECTED WITH FLORA
SynergY group has robustly provided many
students a great chance to step forward and
volunteer to work for the benefit of the
environment and society.
Participants were very excited about this as
they also got a chance to go back and see
the earlier planted trees too. When the trees
were last month a special pipeline was put
in place to use waste recycled water for
ensuring that these trees remain green
forever. Not only this, the bricks used to
border the trees were broken and not to be
used waste bricks and they were painted so
beautifully in bright green color.

8.

Learning from the Project for all the participants

Participating in this project the Youth got the rare opportunity to tour the Gas Flaring
Plant and see how the Landfill gases are being converted to generate electricity

8

Youngsters also got the chance to visit and tour the Hazardous Medical
Waste Incineration Plant set up which is an award winning project

Demonstration of what waste is
collected, in which bags, how
does it transport and get
incinerated was facilitated
Typical
Medical Waste

The impact of the awareness campaign

8.

For the Participants Learning and Enriching Experience

 Participating in the Project Research, working whole-heartedly in Planning and
successful execution of our action project improved participants’ observational,
experimental and analytical skills in solving environmental problems.
 The students, children and youth gained a sounder understanding of the impact of
human activities on environment, and how they can contribute or what they can do
to protect and conserve the natural resources.
 Most of the participants improved their communication and leadership skills.
Creative writing and reporting skills also enhanced as they shared the work proudly
in their classes, schools, and peer-groups.
 The overall project participation promoted a spirit of co-operation and team work
among the students, teachers and community members.
 The contribution made by these volunteers had a positive impact on the nature
conservation

The impact of the awareness campaign

8.

For the Participants Learning and Enriching Experience
 As many Emirati youth (UAE Nationals) joined
hands with the Expat youth (most of whom are
either born and raised or only grew up as
citizens and nationals of different countries of
the world but are residents in the country; and
call it home); there was a cultural and emotional
mix experience for each and every one of us
which was very inspiring and memorable.
 Youth and adults learnt together and respected
one another.
 A real-time impact was felt in the community
and neighborhoods.

 The students,- children and youth could expand their
capacity to enjoy participating in a potential project and
know that “Success Is Possible”

8.

For the Participants Learning and Enriching Experience
Recognition Awarded to the Team by Dubai Municipality Motivated us all

The impact of the awareness campaign

8.

Learning from the Project and Positive Impact- Personal

 Hands-on activities, appropriate adult mentors and community service that gets
recognized, appreciated and motivates others are not easy to plan and require a great
deal of effort, time and patience. I am glad I finished the project well with success.
 By successfully conducting several campaigns that eventually supported my project
and connected many hard-working and like-minded youth together had a very
positive impact on me.
 By caring and sharing, I learnt a lot and developed my interpersonal skills.
 Meeting high level officials and approaching occasionally ‘not so easy going’
sponsors; I gained confidence, improved my negotiation skills, communication
skills, knowledge, marketing and entrepreneurship skills too.
 I experienced belonging to my team with ownership to the project and felt highly
motivated during the entire process.
 Creative ideas, thinking improved by large for me and the other team members too.

The impact of the awareness campaign

8.

Learning from the Project and Positive Impact- Personal

 Accepting others’ view-points, engaging in positive discussions and making
decisions was interesting too.
 Encouraging diversity of membership for the team without any regard to race, color,
creed, religion, national origin, sex or age helped improve positive identity in me.
 I developed caring and trusting relationships.
 I developed self worth by making a positive contribution and when this contribution
was accepted, acknowledged, and appreciated- truly felt on top of the world
 Each step was a new learning experience for me.
 The huge support that I received from friends, family, neighborhood, my
schools’ * is something that feels very warm and I strongly bond to.
*(The Millennium School where I studied while planning for the project and
The Universal American School where I am currently studying and who supported
me in all the steps that I took for a successful execution)

8.

Learning from the Project and Positive Impact- Personal
Recognition Awarded to the Leader

9.

Impact of the Project at various levels –
Related Departments and Community

The impact of the awareness campaign

1. Our Work is followed and shared by KHDA
and all the schools in Dubai follow KHDA as
Government of Dubai- Education Authority

2. Our Work is recognized and shared
by Dubai Municipality and we get
invited for important occasions,
campaigns and environmental
events.

9.

Impact of the Project at various levels –
Strengthens and motivates our Team Work

3. Our Work is recognized and Awarded on
World Environment Day at a large
Gathering by
Dubai Municipality.

9.

Impact of the Project at various levels –
Inspires many others in the community

4. Seeing our serious and effective methodology, many
students, youth, institutions, corporate and organizations
have approached us and the eco-community is growing
each passing day

9.

Impact of the Project & Reflections

Our project sustained to build an understanding of the real
environmental situations, the change, and relationships

As the project neared completion, it was important for me and the team to take a
feedback from the students to assess the project. We discussed how successfully, or
otherwise, the project accomplished the objectives stated at the outset. We got feedback
by emails, messages also conducted an online message contest to receive the feedback

9.

Impact of the Project & Reflections

Some Answers Shared
Mother of a 10 year old Member says:-

Recently
Joined N
ew memb
er

Member comments
"In the end, We will conserve onlyConclusion
what we
love, We will love only what we
understand, We will understand only what we
are taught or
what we experience"

Core Team Member

10. References and Credits- Project Research, Planning, Action, Sharing
Pg. 5
I aspire to Lead by Example- Simran
Vedvyaswww.about.me/simranvedvyas.com
Pg. 6
WHAT IT TAKES TO BE A Paryavaran Mitra - Leaders for Change
http://bit.ly/1khZViy
Webpage: http://bit.ly/1blYJJZ
http://bit.ly/130rx6W
Pg. 10-11Introduction Paryavaran Mitra Leader For Change
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http://bit.ly/1gJg7JQ
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10. References and Credits- Research
The Need of Sustainable Landfill
http://www.iswa.org/uploads/tx_iswaknowledgebase/618166_Paper.pdf
UAE has one of the world’s highest levels of domestic waste
http://www.kippreport.com/analysis/dumping-raw-sewage-and-scavenging-for-recyclables-on-mountains-ofwaste/
Abu Dhabi to divert 90% of waste from landfills centre aims to reduce emirate's annual 10m tonnes of refuse
http://gulfnews.com/news/gulf/uae/environment/abu-dhabi-to-divert-90-of-waste-from-landfills-1.885094
Dubai running out of landfill space to dump its rubbish
http://www.thenational.ae/news/uae-news/dubai-running-out-of-landfill-space-to-dump-itsrubbish#ixzz2lxOQZ2dt
Uneaten food makes up half of waste in Dubai's landfills each day during Ramadan
http://www.thenational.ae/news/uae-news/uneaten-food-makes-up-half-of-waste-in-dubais-landfills-each-dayduring-ramadan#ixzz2lxOjAK00
More 20% of all waste sent to landfill in the UAE is recyclable
http://gulfnews.com/news/gulf/uae/education/more-20-of-all-waste-sent-to-landfill-in-the-uae-is-recyclable1.1218723
Tonnes of E-waste dumped in landfills across the UAE
http://goumbook.com/tonnes-of-e-waste-dumped-in-landfills-across-the-uae/

10. References and Credits- Research
Municipality implements flaring solution at Al Qusais landfill site.
http://arabianindustry.com/utilities/news/2013/jul/29/dubai-municipality-uses-gas-flaring-solution-to-get-ridof-harmful-landfill-gas-4393298/#.UpdrXqVtxhA
How Much Trash is Generated?
http://www.uaeinteract.com/docs/UAE_regions_leader_in_waste_management_/30950.htm
More Links related to Researchhttp://www.epa.gov/tio/download/remed/revegetating_fact_sheet.pdf
http://science.howstuffworks.com/environmental/green-science/landfill2.htm
http://goumbook.com/dubai-launches-clean-energy-project/
http://www.gess-uae.com/flagship.html
Dubai Municipality launches region's first landfill gas recovery system at Al Qusais
http://gulfnews.com/news/gulf/uae/community-reports/the-spirit-of-giving-in-ramadan-iftar-meals-for-dubailabourers-1.1211076
Dubai Municipality marks 'green' milestone with Al-Qusais Landfill now fully powered using landfill gas
http://www.zawya.com/story
Dubai_Municipality_marks_green_milestone_with_AlQusais_Landfill_now_fully_powered_using_landfill_gas
-ZAWYA20130730075108/

10. References and Credits
Insight: Taking the sting out of toxic waste
http://m.gulfnews.com/insight-taking-the-sting-out-of-toxic-waste-1.350102
Recovered Energy
http://recoveredenergy.com/d_landfill.html
Project Submission Ideashttp://www.epa.gov/students/
POSITIVE RESULTS
Reduction seen in waste sent to Dubai landfills on Oct 14, 2013
http://www.constructionweekonline.com/article-24675-reduction-

www.synergyouth.weebly.com
www.facebook.com/CosmoFoundationYouth
www.about.me/simranvedvyas
http://lnkd.in/ywi-YN
"If we intend to live on this planet, we truly
need to know how it works."
Thomas McGuire

You Miss 100% of the
shots you don’t take and
we planned and worked
hard to make a MARK
which is

Simran Vedvyas
Paryavaran Mitra Young Leader for Change 2013
The Universal American School
Dubai, United Arab Emirates

See the details of my action project at: www.paryavaranmitra.in
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